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About This Game

Killing Floor is a Co-op Survival Horror FPS set in the devastated cities and countryside of England after a series of cloning
experiments for the military goes horribly wrong. You and your friends are members of the military dropped into these

locations with a simple mission: Survive long enough to cleanse the area of the failed experiments!

Cooperative gameplay for up to six players against multiple waves of specimens

Persistent Perks system, allowing players to convert their in-game achievements into permanent improvements to their
character's skills and abilities

Over 170 Steam Achievements, including “Dignity for the dead” for killing 10 enemies feeding on dead teammates'
corpses and “Hot Cross Fun” for finishing off 25 burning enemies with a Crossbow

Slow-motion “ZEDtime” to better watch those crucial and violent creature deaths, even in multiplayer

Solo game mode for offline play

Ten different monster types trying to eat your face off, armed with everything from teeth and claws, to chainsaws, chain-
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guns and rocket-launchers

33+ weapons for the players to chose from, ranging from knives and fire-axes to pump shotguns, rifles and a
flamethrower

Equip your team with welders, medical tools and body armor to help your odds of survival

Choose which Perks to play with to best balance out your co-op team against the horrors

Open, non-linear play areas: choose when and where to fight — or run; weld doors closed to direct the monster horde
down alternate corridors

Fully-configurable, allowing players to change the difficulty level, number of creature waves, or even set up their own
favorite waves of monsters

Support for Steam Friends and other Steamworks features

Includes Windows-only SDK for the creation of new levels and mods
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Title: Killing Floor
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tripwire Interactive
Publisher:
Tripwire Interactive
Franchise:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 14 May, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant

Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space

Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Polish,Russian
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OLD BUT GOLD. still good amount of players and custom maps. Blood... Guns... Metal.... one of the best shooters ive ever
played so much fun blasting a zombies head clean off and the guns feel nice too I LOVE IT.. Holy crap this game is awesome
play it long while back started playing it again never gets old gameplay is fun graphics ain't bad enemies are good boss is alright
gun play is sweet grab it while you can lad's the sale ends soon. Bit dated in graphics but a solid arena co-op horde shooter -
decent variety in enemies and weapons, many maps and a good modding community.. buy
some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 kill some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you know:) zombs. -Insert
joke about killing floors and\/or ceilings here-
11.5\/10 GameSpot, would spam dosh again.. Family Friendly Fun!
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was good on release but redundant with kf2. game is now dead with empty servers and the surviving playerbase isnt really nice
instead of being happy for "new" players. a well ended nice metaphor for an endtime scenario.. just couldn't get into it, there are
much more interesting zombie mash'em ups out there. The scopes are actually realistic. 10\/10. Aged Poorly. Fun game and
better with people.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you flesh pounds
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